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PRESENTATION
REVIEWERCREDITS S.r.l. is an independent platform dedicated to scientists, journals and publishers addressing the peer review process.
Peer review ensures research is original and scientifically relevant, helping to sustain accurate
information. The considerable growth in submissions has made it increasingly difficult to find
rewiewers, impacting overall performance and the availability of new research.
REVIEWERCREDITS S.r.l. was created to ensure reviewers receive appropriate recognition
and certification for their activity, aiming to enhance visibility so that it can be added to their
curricula and become instrumental in career advancement. Reviewers also earn virtual credits
to be used against selected services.
REVIEWERCREDITS S.r.l. and its virtual store is the only tool available today to reward reviewer for their contribution.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
For scientists
Certification of peer reviews:

Peer review is completed;

Claim is filed on website or transferred automatically through API and plugins;

Claim is confirmed with the journal editor;

Virtual credits are assigned;

A certificate is generated.
Certification of congress talks:

Congress talks are entered on platform;

Talk claim is confirmed with PCO;

A certificate is generated.
Virtual store:

Offers products and services specifically targeted to academics at discounted
rates, accessible through virtual credits earned by completing peer reviews;

A voucher is generated to redeem on the partners own portal.
For publishers
Subscription services granting additional benefits:

Journal’s peer review certification statement;

Higher credits assigned to completed reviews for own journals and identification
as partner journals;

Option to contact new reviewers from ReviewerCredits database.
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Support
Technical support is provided by
4Science, a technological company established to support universities, research and cultural institutes in managing digital projects and by Matteo Mondini. Graphic layout and front end development are provided by Stone Digital.
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